duo.blue

To catch the eye z to hold the attention z to enhance the effect z to tease the curiosity
X Let the graphic speak for itself and convey the message

Image carrier

Boost your sales with
the most attractive
pop-up solution
A visual impact in just a few
steps. The assembly of the
duo.blue is reduced to the
minimum. Open the container,
put up the frame with the
connected magnetic bars and
adjust the graphic panels. This
is fast - very fast - without tools
or parts to fit together.
The duo.blue is a self-locking
pop-up frame available in
straight or curved formats. The
duo.blue is designed so that,
without tools or tinkering, the
frame can be expanded,
reduced or reconfigured on the
spot. With its sturdy framework
and variety of accessories,
duo.blue is perfect for displaying
products. The duo.blue gives
marketing message real interest
with catchy graphics.
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1. The duo.blue is a self-locking frame that pops up in
4. The heads of the magnetic bars have two black pins
seconds without connectors. Grasp the center hub and
where the
4 notches of the graphic will fit. Fit the
lift frame open to shoulder height. Handle frame at
magnetized sides of the graphics on the magnetized
hub. Press front and back hub in the center of the
bars, guiding them gently from top to bottom.
frame until the duo.blue locks into position.
5. The floodlight can be inserted it on the special groove
2. The magnetic bars are self-locked with bungee cord.
located on the head of the pole. This sliding-groove is
Special polarized magnets ‘snap’ panels into perfect
an optimized hanging system.
alignment giving a seamless looking backwall for
6. The duo.blue case-to-counter conversion kit
graphics that are designed to impress.
transforms the entire shipping case into a spacious
and coordinated counter for presentations
3. Adjust the magnetic bars on the duo.blue by clipping
their back on the exterior nodes.
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YOU DESERVE THE ORIGINAL!
One frame for infinite applications

It is not a luxury to count on THE ORIGINAL duo.blue

Self-locking frame

Clip the
magnetic bar

Slide floodlights on
the magnetic bar

Adjust the graphic
on the magnetic bar

Case-to-counter
conversion kit

DESIGNED AND
MANUFACTURED
IN FRANCE

The duo.blue carries a complete
line of accessories, including
shelves and showcases.
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duo.blue curved

Model
Graphic attachment
Modules
Panel height
Front panel width
Endcaps width
Weight (frame + mag bars)
Set-up time
Change of graphic
Hardware material
Graphic option

duo.blue 2x2
2 x 2 modules
60 13/16”

lbs.11

2 front panels
and 2 endcaps

Graphic material
Packaging

duo.blue 2x3
duo.blue 3x2
duo.blue 3x3
Self-locking magnetic bars
2 x 3 modules
3 x 2 modules
3 x 3 modules
60 13/16”
90 7/16”
90 7/16”
28 ¼ “
17 ¾ “
lbs.12.60
lbs.14.05
lbs.17.60
5 min
2 min
Aluminum frame and plastic injection
3 front panels
2 front panels
3 front panels
and 2 endcaps and 2 endcaps and 2 endcaps
Inkjet paper and laminate
Rotomolded container

duo.blue 3x4
3 x 4 modules
90 7/16”

lbs.22.40

4 front panels
and 2 endcaps

duo.blue straight

Model
Graphic attachment
Modules
Panel height
Front panel width
Endcaps width
Weight (frame + mag bars)
Set-up time
Change of graphic
Hardware material
Graphic option
Graphic material
Packaging

T/ 312 421 7755

duo.blue 3x4
duo.blue 3x3
Self-locking magnetic bars
3 x 4 modules
3 x 3 modules
90 7/16”
29 11/16 “
28 ½ “
lbs.21.50
lbs.17.20
5 min
2 min
Aluminum frame and plastic
injection
3 front panels
4 front panels
and 2 endcaps
and 2 endcaps
Inkjet paper and laminate
Rotomolded container
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